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O 1 vnoceso nos

2 MR. LAZARUS: The date is March 27, 1990, the time

3 is 1:24 p.m.

4 We're interviewing Mr. William Firth Kitchens at

5 Vogtle Station regarding the incident of March 20 on the

6 loss of power.

P 7 Whereupon,

8 WILLIAM FIRTH KITCHENS

9 appeared as a witness herein, and was examined and testified
~

10 as follows:

0 11 EXAMINATION
O

| 12 BY MR. LAZARUS:
F.

~ 13 Q Mr. Kitchens, would you for the record provide us

14 with your name and your title?

{ 15 A right, my name is William Firth Kitchens, I go by

16 Skip Kitchens. My title is Assistant-General Manager for
"

17 Plant Operations. During the s'ite area and alertu

'

18 emergencies _that we had on March 20, I fulfilled thet

a

19 function of the Technical Support Center Manager.
20 0 Would you tell us where you were, what you did when

21 the incident occurred on March 20?

22 A Yes, sir, I will. Because of the irony of where I

| 23 was -- I don't mean to make light of this, but I was going

24 to go into a little bit of detail just for your information

25 -- I was -- I'm a licensed senior operator on Unit 1 for-,

| O
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O 1 vient voetie end 1 wee in reeee11ricetien treinine thet
2 week. At 9:00 -- can I just say if you'd like, I'll talk

3 Eastern time.

4 Q Fine.

5 A -- throughout. The logs are in Central time that I

6 just gave you, so that might cause some confusion, but

;- approximately 9:00 Eastern time is when I started class.7

"
8 The class that I was in was called " Managing Radiological

9 Emergencies". I was actually in a " Managing Radiological
~

~

10 Emergencies" class. At -- this class is a refresher for

11 senior reactor operators to be able to be emergency
0
"

12 directors basically. And what we were going over during

13 that time was changes to our procedures and improvements and~

14 critique items and an NRC finding that we'd had during our

| 15 previous drill.

16 We took a break at approximately quarter till ten,

C 17 about 45 minutes after the class started, the instructor r

'
18 called for a break, he had just issued us a packaged call

19 " Site Area Emergency / General Emergency, Emergency Director's

20 Kit" and said we came back from the break we would go
21 through some examples of how to fill out

22 classification / notification paperwork.

23 During-the break, we have in the training center

24 hallway a CRT monitor that shows the status of all the units

25 in Georgia Power's system. I happened to notice that Unit 2

O
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() I was showing minus 27 megawatts, which is very unusual since

2 when I had left the plant at 8:30 that morning -- I had been

3 over in the plant that morning for a couple of hours -- when
,

4 I had left the plant to a to the training center, Unit 2

5 was at full power.

6 So I suspected one of two things, you know, either

7 the unit had tripped-or there was a problem with the;
N

; 8 telecommunications equipment that data is sent over. Minus

9 27 megawatts is unusual. ' would expect if the unit
O

10 tripped a normal trip, it would have been like minus 40
a

f 11 megawatts or so.

| 12 So I went downstairs -- myself and Ed Kozinsky went
E.

s 13 downstairs to the training center where we have an emergency

14 response facility. There was also some ERF computers there,
,

.

{ 15 they're actually tied to the plant to get information. I
- '

16 did go there and I confirmed that Unit 2 had tripped and I,

[, 17 also was able to tell from the computer that we had lost

[ 18 power to one of the RATS.
P

19 Q How could you tell that?

20 A Because I pulled up the screen, the electrical

21 diagram screen, to see the status of the electrical.. That

22 was_the=first screen I pulled up because it also has

23 megawatts on11t, to-see if the unit was on line. I happened

24 to notice that not only was the unit not on line but one

25 diesel generator was running on Unit 2 and one -- basically

O
L
1
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() 1 one diesel generator was running on Unit 2 and was tied to

2 the bus, that was what I could tell.

3 Q What was the location of this ERF computer you were

4 using?

5 A It's downstairs in the training center. Our

6 training center is approximately a mile and a half, right

7 over here, away from the plant site, but we do have -- it5

|
N
o 8 serves -- the basement of the training center serves as our

9 emergency operations facility, so we have terminals there
~

10 for our ERF computer. That is one of the plant's computers

11 that you can get information on.
O

E 12 Since it looked pretty strange, I also decided to go
E.

n 13 to the other computer that was connected to Unit 1 and I

P)L_ 14 noticed a problem with Unit 1. It was kind of hard to tell
?

| 15 what was the problem with Unit 1, it looked like we had --
2

16 when I looked at the safety related busses -- one dead bus

'd 17 and one bus that a diesel'was tied on with no power. As it'

| 18 turns out, I believe that an ERF computer problem, there
D

19 was one dead bus -- there was two dead busses but there was
20 -no diesel running.

21 I decided I should come over to the plant at that

22 time because it looked like we were in trouble. At least we

23 had a unit trip and it appeared it may have affected two

24 units. So I went over to the plant, probably around 10:00,

25 maybe -- if the logs are-correct on when the announcements |

. . - . -
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'O 1 were mede, it meet heve been edoet 10:02 eastern time er

2 10:01, I came through the plant entry in the security

3 building and I heard the tail end of an announcement about

4 an emergency.

5 So I went to my office, got a hard hat and a

6 flashlight and went directly to the Technical Support

e 7 Center. I arrived at -- I'm going to refer to this log.

$ 8 Q Fine.
A

9 A I'm not going to go over every entry but just to
~

10 tell you in general and then see how much you want me to

0 11 tell.
O

E 12 Q Fine.
L

13 A I arrived at the Technical Support Center at 10:14s

14 Eastern time. There was already a good number of people in

| 15 the Technical Support Center, it was being set up and there
2

16 was pretty good representation from the people who were

[ 17 supposed to be there already.

| 18 I received a briefing from Jimmy' Cash, who is one of
D

_

19 our operations superintendents. He.had come to the TSC to

20 be operations supervisor function in the TSC. Jimmy

21 explained to me what had occurred briefly,-associated with

22 both units and the fact that we had los't both safety related

23 busses on Unit 1 for a short period of time, the declaration'

24 of a site area emergency was based on loss of all.AC power.
25 for greater than 15 minutes.

O
|
|

_ _ . , . . -- , . - _ _ ., _ , . . - , . . _ , , , , . . .
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1 Q Was that really correct, had you really lost all AC'

2 power?

3 A We had lost both safety related busses. We didn't

4 lose the 4160 and below, non-safety related busses on Unit 1

5 were in a configuration, we call it backfeed. We were using r

6 the step up transformers as a step down transformer, going

e 7 through the unit auxiliary transformers. I knew that and
E

"

8 that was --

9 Q So you interpret the loss of all vital power as the

10 loss of all AC power in this case?

11 A Yes,-sir. Let me address your question for a
O
"
~ 12 minute. The -- our emergency plan is built on -- emergency
E.

13 classification scheme is built on two things; one is on then

14 three fission product barriors which is.the -- in my opinion

{
15 is the best way to do it. We also have what I. call cats and

16 dogs thrown in that I believe come from o NUREG that are

C 17 specific things like fire in the plant greater than ten
'

-18 minutes, loss of all AC greater than 15 minutes, loss of thet

o

19 MET tower, various things-required by our security -- by our
20 emergency plan. One of those happens to be loss of all AC

21 power.-

22 Now the worse case of losing all AC power, even for
23 a short time would probably be when'you are at full power,
24 to immediately lose all AC power.- Our emergency procedures

25 address a loss of all AC power in some of our EOPs.

. . - .- . - .
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O'

1 iie ever, we maee an intervretation some time becx thet thet

2 really meant ontor that proceduro wbon you loso both safety
3 related 4160 bussos. Previously we had said all AC power,
4 but we ahanged and actually mado a proceduro change to go to
5 that proceduro if wo lost bus AA02 :.nd BA02, because I think

6 that was really the intent of that. Basically loso your

e 7 hout sink.
I

0 0 Right. [{
9 A For either normal roactor power or-decay heat

*
10 removal if you lose those two busnon. I bo11ove that

1. probably the operators having boon trained in that sc much,
o :

{ 12 ! during our omorgency drills and during the omorgency plan
\

,, 13 training, wo trainod them that way, that if you lose both
'

14 safety related buesos, go to loss of all AC power.

{ 15 In the condition that we were in, I think that was

, 16 a conservativo thing to do and I don't think it was overly
0 17 conservative but I personally don't know the intent of that
'

18 thing, lona of all AC power great than 15 minutos, why it
19 would be in thero. So I believe that -- I wasn't involved
20 in the classification of this event because I was in the
21 training contor, but I believe that_vas probably correct.
22 0 I think that's a reasonable interpretation.
23 A I was -- we had the non-safety related bussos
24 poworod so thoro was a good amount of other equipment that
25 worked, the lights woro generally working although some of

O

- . _
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O 1 the 11 hte in the centre 1 reem eed the TSC come eff the2

2 safety busses. So what we really were concerned about at

3 thin timo and about the time I arrived approximately -- I

4 guess I can look in here and 800, but I think approximately

5 the timo I arrived or shortly thoroafter, we had gotton the

6 diosol generator to run and had begun initiating decay heat

7 removal.;

{ 8 So I got a quick bricfing from Jimmy Cash. I won't

9 go over the br!xfing, but my socrotcry did writo some of the
"

10 att:tf that I was to1d in there, I believo.
e

{ 11 At 9:15, which is right after the brioting that

E 12 Jimmy Cash gave me, I chocked -- liko I told you, most of
I

~ 13 the other people who would normally man the Toch Support
14 contor were thoro, I was one of the inter ones to arrivo.

15 So when I got there, I believe Jimmy Cash was not knowing if
. 16 I was going to show up, he was making arrangements that ho
0 17 may becomo the Tsc Manager, which ho is an alternate to do.

| 38 When I did show up, after the briofing, I went around and
19 asked our poopin if they woro ready-to activato the TSC --
20 we had a quick status, again I believo probably Jimmy Cash
21 told the group what he know at the timo having talked to the
22 control room, asked the membora their readiness. All but

23 one stated they were ready to activato at this timo. The

24 -one being Gary Brenenborg, who was acting as health physics
25 supervisor for the TSC, ho stated that he still had some

O

_
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0 1 ereveretiens to do. in the TSc we heve e ec end eome other

2 equipment thoro that no was getting people rnady. So I did

3 not activato it at d'aat time.

4 In tho moantimo, I got a call from the corporato

5 offico, Paul Rushton callod me to ask mo for a plant status,

6 hoy, what's going on. lio was calling from the General

; 7 offico operations contor I bollevo they call it, their

h 8 omorgoney offico. I gave him a brief status. I got -- we

9 hold a status -- just prior to that wo did hold a status

10 mooting that I talked about in the TSC.

{ 11 At 9: 20, I reco1ved a call from Georgo Bockhold who
| 12 was in the control room, updating me on the status of tho
f

u 13 plant, 11 0 had just downgradod the cmorgency to an alert
14 omorgency at 9:15 and he had assumod the Emorgency Director

{ 15 position from John llopkins. Ito was informing me of thoso

16 two things and ho talkod to mo -- told no that the B RAT

C 17 would be rostored in approximately ton minutes.

{ 18 Aftor talking with Georgo Dockhold, I activated the
19 TSC at 9:26. Mr. Bronenborg told me that he was now ready.
20 We could have activated probably ton minutos earlier.
21 At 9:27, I got a call from the EOF Manager who was
22 Mike Lackoy, and I gavo him a plant status. Ile gave mo some

23 information, so it was a briefing. At 9:28, liarvey

24 liandfinger, who was the OSC Manager, called-and requested
25 did wo want to evacuato all the personnel from containment

s

O

I

_
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0 1 who were workino ea restorice the re cter coe1 ot statem
2 integrity -- did wo want to evacuate them or have thom

3 continue work. And I stated I would like them to continuo

4 work.

5 Ara I going into too much detail?

6 Q No. Was anyone in addition dispatched to assist

o 7 peoplo already in containment or did you have sufficient
(

{ 0 manpower already in containment to do what you nooded to do
,

9 as far as closing up systems?

10 A At that timo, I wasn't completely aware of how many

11 people wo had closing up systems in containment. I was
o

12 awaro from the briofing that personnel had dispatched. I

13 had not dispatched any additional ones. The control room~

14 Emergency Director had boon in contact with maintenanco and

15 the OSC and rot]uested that to be dono. I guess -- I'm not

16 sure why Harvey called and asked that but I believe it was,

U. 17 because of conflicting information about evacuating the'

t 18 containment or not. I bollove what the omorgency director

| 19 -- they wanted was for all non-essential people to evacuato
20 the containment, but he wanted the specific work crews to
21 remain and do their work. Harvey wanted to clarify that and

22 so I told him no, those particular persons who had been
23 dispatched to do that work could stay in the containment,
24 and should do so.

25 0 So at any_timo during the incident, did you have to,

O
1

.

|

|
!
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0 1 dispetch edditionat veoete tre the overatio" seveort
2 contor to support the work that was going on?

3 A Yes, wo dispatched some additional people.
4 0 Okay.

5 A Do you want me to go through this chronologically or
G how -- you know, not in tho immediato futuro, but lator wo

|'
7 had some people go to work on various plocos of equipment
8 that needed to be worked on.

9 Q Continuo on with what you have as far as chronology
10 then.

u

! 11 A Am I going into too much detail?

12 Q No, that's fino.

~ 13 A Okey.

14 Q Just cover the major events.
''

15 A I won't toit you when we had briefings and stuff
16 unless it has --.

o
'
d 17 MR. CllAFFEEt Aro those logs that you kept or

| 18 somebody kept for you?
o

19 THE WITNESS: Yes, this is the TSC Manager log and
20 my secretary kept this log. One of the positions we have in

21 the Technica1 Support Conter is a TSC Managor's secretary
22 and there's two or three persons that can fill that job. My

23 reat live secretary also fills that job and she was thoro
24 already when I showed up in the TSC and had begun this log,
25 she oven logged in when I arrived.

O
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O 1 This 1es is -- for your iaformation, 1 2nve covies

2 of the omorgency -- the day of the emorgoney, but all this

3 is drills. We had -- I'm sure this is getting off track but

4 --

5 MR. CIIAFFEE: Can we have a copy of that log?

6 Tile WITNESS: I just gave four copios to tho's. Do

7 you want a copy of all the drills too?;-

0 MR. CllAFFEE: No.
'

9 Tl!E WITNESS: Okay. You know, just for your

10 information, I looked at it today and I looked through it

11 and I said gosh, this thing goes back to 1986, but there's
%

12 24 separato drill avonts that have about six or eight pages~
t

9 13 oach sinca February of '86. I think I'll make a now log and

14 file this in document control, to start a now one for
F

'{
15 hopefully drills. But that's why it's in the middle, wo

16 haven't had that many real omorgencies.,

| 17 MR. CllAFFEE: Woro any of those drills for

| la something occurring during mid-loop operation?
t

19 Ti!E WITNESS: I'd have to look back and soo, I don't

20 recall.

21 MR. CliAFFEE : Okay. '

22 MR. BOCK 110LD: I'd like to correct one thing over

23 here. There's a circuit switch in here. So you wouldn't

-24 have to worry-about this thing. This is -- actually at the

25 time of the event, this was open.

O

_ _ -- ---
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O 1 . uzARuS whenx vou.
2 Ti!E WITNESS: I'd have to look back and 80s, I

3 believe that was dead. Wo did havo loss of all AC in some
4 of our drills. The only ones logged in here are drills,

5 sito-wide omorgency drills whore wo actually activated the
6 TSC.

|>
7 MR. CilAFFEE: So you Woro the TSC Manager during

h 8 this event?

9 Ti!E WITNESS: Yes. Should I go back and repeat somo
30 for Mr. Chaffoo?

,

11 MR. LAZARUS: No, that's all right.

12 MR. CllAFFEE: You woro just going through the

u 13 sequence, right?

14 Tile WITNESS: Yes. I'm halfway into it.

'2 15 MR. CilAFFEE: Finish it up and I'll go back and ask
i

16 somo questions at the end.,

0 17 Tile WITNESS: All right.

| 18 At 9:36 -- I'm going to hit the significant things
u

19 and y'all ask me if you think I'm skipping over_somothing
20 that you want to talk about.

21 At 9:36 I rocoived a call from Ken llolmes --
22 MR. CilAFFEE: What position was he?

23 Tile WITNESS: I don't know what-position he was

24 holding, if any, he was in the Emergency Operatione
25 facility.

O
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O 1 xR. CitAFFEE: What is he2

2 Tile WITNESS: Kon is our Manager of Training and
3 Emergency Preparednoss.

4 MR. CilAFFEE : Okay.

5 THE WITNESS: Kon called me and told mo that ho had
6 received a call I believe in the EOF, I guess I'd bottor say

7 I assumod he was thoro, ho's always thoro in all those 24j

{ 8 drills that I've over boon in. He said that he rocoived a

9 call from GEMA, Georgia Emergency Management Agoney, who

10 stated that-they had not received any messages yet.
11 DY MR. LAZARUS:

12 0 What time was this?

13 A At 9:3 -- I'm sorry, at 10:36.

14 MR. CliAFFEE: 10:36 Eastern timo?
15 Tile WITNESS: Yos, sir, 10:36 Eastern timo. I'm

16 trying to do all this in Eastern tisc.9 but our logs are kept,

'
d 17 in contral because the two clocks in the TSC are on contral.
| 10 At 10:36 Eastern timo, I got a call from Kon saying hoy,
o

19 GEMA just called to say they heard we have an omorg ncy but
20 they haven't reco1ved any messages of what's going on. So

21 at 10:37, I callod the Emergency Director in the control
22 room and told him -- relayed the information and laid GEMA
23 has not received any messages and we need to call them. He

24 said I'll take care of it, we'll call them.

25 MR. CilAFFEE: Who was that you told to call?

O

i
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O 1 r><E w1rNESS: whet een Geor2e nocxheid.
2 BY MR. LAZARUS:

3 0 This is 9:36 Eastern time that we're talking about?

4 A No, sir.

5 Q 10:36 Eastern standard time.

6 A 10:36 Eastern standard time.

j 7 MR. CllAFFEE: That was a test.

f 8 (Laughter.)

9 Tile WITNESS: One thing we might get out of this is

10 we may quit doing this Central,

f 11 MR. LAZARUS: There's a human factors problem there

f 12 someplace.

~ 13 Tile WITNESS: Yes, sir, it's a human factors problem

14 and it's not just a human factors problem during omergency
,

f 15 situations.

, 16 Are there any questions on that?
'
d 17 DY MR. LAZARUS:
'

18 0 Yes. Amplify a little bit, you said you called backt

r,

19 GEMA --

20 A No, sir, I called the Emergency Director.

21 0 okay.
)D

22 A And informed him that GEMA had not been notified. I

23 would liked to have called GEMA. We had -- maybe I should
'

24 back up and explain. thia to be aura that you understand
25 where people were. The Emergency Director was still in the

O
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1 control room at this timo. I was in the TSC which is next ,

2 to the control room. Then where the Emergency Director is

3 is where -- the Emergency Director has to authorize the

4 notifications that go out, by our proceduros. He was still

5 in the control room, that's where the forms were and tho

6 notifications were being mado from.

[ 7 Wo did havo two trained communicators in the TSC and

{ 8 later on -- I don't remember if this is in here, so I'll go

9 ahead and tell you and if I got to it, we'll save time --,

'

10 but later on one of them also lot mo know -- I believe John

{ 11 Stanley tapped me on the shoulder, the two communicators sit

f 12 right behind me at a desk -- ho tapped me on the shouldor

13 and said hoy Skip, GEMA still hasn't got notiflod. In other.,

14 words, he was making a -- you know, one of the things they

| 15 have a checklist to do is pick up their phones and verify
.

,

; 16 the phones work and the one in the TSC worked for even GEMA,r

| 0 17 so he made the roll call and said -- I don't know what he
' '

18 said but I assumo he said this is testing-oquipment in thec

o

19 Technical Support Conter. And he received some confusion

20 because ho got GEMA and they said we havon't got any messago

21 and we don't know what your omergency is.

22 If we had had a copy of the form there, I would have

23 told him read the form to this person,.but I did not know

-24 what the form said, I did not know if the Emergency Director

| 25 had classified the conditions as stable or improving or what

O

. .-. . - __ _ . . . . _ _ _ . _ - - . __
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O 1 taev were te1d. 1 thou2 t it wee 1d he deneeroue for us toh

2 say yeah, we've got a site area -- I think by this time it

3 was an alert -- we have an alert emergency and this is

4 what's going on when all the other people on the phone had
5 been told -- had just received something.

6 All I'm saying is there's a lesson learned. What I

7 would do next time is I would say Mr. Stanley, go to the;

] 8 control room and get the form and he could have called from

9 the TSC and I think we would have made it 10 or 15 minutes
"

10 quicker.
D

11 Q As an aside, there is something that several

12 utilities have done using broadcast fax, they list all their

13 emorgency response facilities when a notification goes out,,,

14 so all the ERF'e for the licensee get a copy of the form

{
15 that's being transmitted to the off-site agencies. A lot of

16 the off-site agencies also have a fax, so you can just,

"
17 broadcast the same thing to overybody..,

| 18 A That would have helped us. Had we had one, we would
n

19 have read it to GEMA at 9:37. We didn't. As I said, at

20 9:36 when I talked to the Emergency Director, he was aware
21 of it and said hoy, I'll correct that right away. I don't

22 know exactly what happened after that. I've road some of

23 the logs from the critique team that sounds like he did do

24 that but it still took him a few minutes to actually get
25 GEMA notifiod.

O

1
./
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O 1 Ma. CiiAFFEE. iiew 1ene eiter veu c 11ea en oeeree to
2 tell him that GEMA hadn't been notified did this thing

3 happen s are they used the TSC phone, a couple minutes, ten

4 minutes or 20 minutes?

5 THE WITNESS: Let me look and soo if I have it in my

6 log. It was very shortly thereafter.

7 MR. CHAFFEE: Few minutes type thing?p

8 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, a few minutes. I think it

9 might be on this time line that the critique team did.

10 Again it's confusing, theirs is in Eastern time.

I 11 MR. CHAFFEE: This Central time and Eastern time
0

12 concept, was that imposed on the station?

e. 13 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, the Central time concept --

14 all of our power plants at Georgia Power are on it, fossil

{ 15 plants as well. It's imposed in that that's the way we do

16 business. If we call up our control conter, our.

"
17 dispatchers, we talk to them in Central time because they're

[ 18 on Central time and that makes it easier -- I believe that
n

19 makes it easier for them because the Central dispatcher for
20 our system is in Birmingham and we have power plants in
21 Birmingham and Alabama and Mississippi and in Georgia that
22 the contral in Birmingham-has some control over. There's

23 another -- the one that we talk to is in Atlanta, our

24 Georgia Control Center, but they're in Central time. So

25 ever since we've begun having logs here in 1983 or '82,

O

.
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0 1 we've done them in Ceetret time. it e e ee11-imeosed thine
2 by Georgia Power Company and the Southern Company, as far as

3 1 know. It is a policy.

4 Plant Hatch, I worked there before, also -- they

5 also uso Central time. We're not the only utility that does

6 that either. TVA also does it, they have theirs all on

7 Central time. We're not the only ones out there that have'
|

{ 8 this probiom.

9 I don't have the latest one they have there, I

10 believe this was within a few minutes. In other words, I
I

11 began getting worried because I had received this word from;

f 12 the EOF that GEMA wasn't notified. A few minutes later the

n 13 -- one of the communicators in the TSC told me the same
14 thing. He said hoy, I just talked to somebody at GEMA and

i 15 they haven't been -- they know we have an emergency and I
16 told them, but they haven't been read the official form. I

O 17 said okay, they're doing that in the control room right now,
'

18 I've just talked to George, not to worry.
19 MR. CHAFFEE: When GEMA called EOF and asked them
20 what was going on, did the people in the EOF tell GEMA_at
21 that t..no, you know, yeah, we do have something going on?

'

22 Do you have any idea what they_ told them?
23 THE WITNESS: I do not know what they told them. I

24- told Ken that'I will get ahold of the Emergency Director
25 right away, I'll do what I can to get GEMA notified. I did

O

-
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h 1 not call him -- I may have called him back later or he may
2 have called me back, but I didn't say I'll call you back and
3 verify that they have dono that. I think that in addition -

4 - I don't know that -- I do not know how he would have known
5 or how he would havo verified it. The people at GEMA work

6 closely with Ken and with Jim Roberts and our other

r 7 emergency preparodness staff and that's probably why they
u
o 8 called.

9 MR. CilAFFEE : Did you in the TSC know when the site

10 went to sito area emergency?
I

11 TIIE WITNESS: When the site went to site areai

o

f 12 omergency? The TSC wasn't activated until there was a site
13 area emergency.~

14 MR. CllAFFEE: Is that how it was activated?
15 Tile WITNESS: Yes, sir, we went right into a site

16 area omergency. I wasn't here, I was coming over here from,

0 17 the training center.

| 18 MR. CHAFFEE So how did you become aware that the
v

19 plant was in a site area emergency?
20 Tile WITNESS: I don't want to go over that in

21 detail, but needless to say I know something bad was wrong
22 because I looked at t.hu computers at the training center. I

23 was at the training center in requal training. I noticed

24 something funny about Unit 2, so I went down and looked at
25 the ERP computers for both Unit 1 and Unit 2 and it-looked

O
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1 odd to me, so I lef t, training right away, came to the plant
,

!2 and I heard the end part -- as I came through the plant -

'
3 interior security building, I heard the end part of an

4 omorgency announcement stating all emergency response

5 personnel report to your assigned duty station. I went to

6 the TSC and assumed duties as the TSC Manager at 9:14 -- I'm i

e 7 sorry, at 10:14.
E

8 MR. CilAFFEE: When did you hear the words that the

9 plant was in a site area emergency?

10 T!!E WITNESS: Sometime between -- probably sometime

11 between 10:01 and 10:14. When I heard the emergencyv

o

E 12 announcement, I only heard the end part of it. I went to
t

13 the TSC, got a briefing from --~
,

14 MR. CllAFFEE: Was this a general or a site

{ 15 emergency?

16 TiiE WITNESS: As soon as I got to the TSC, I knew

0 17 that we were in a site area emergency and I know it was

| 18 because we lost both RATS, we lot both safety related busses
o

,

19 on Unit 1,

20 MR. CilAFFEE: And somebody told you that or --

21 TIIE WITNESS: Yes, sir, Jimmy Cash, who was the.

22 Operations Supervisor in the TSC met me -- when I first got

23 to the TSC -- I wasn't real late, I actually arrived at-the
.

24 TSC within 10 or 15 minutes of the emergency announcement

25 but everyone else who wasn't nt the training conter, that

O
|
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0 1 wes etreedv in the eretected etee, heet me there. Se 1 wes,

2 11 not the last, the last two or three people who work in
3 the TSC to show up. So Jimmy was already there. They had

4 set the TSC up, got all the proceduros out. As soon as I

5 got thero, he briefod me on what had happened, the plant
6 status, that Unit 2 had tripped, they'd lost a bus. I

r 7 already know that from looking at the computer at the
t

{ 8 training contor.

9 Ho told me that Unit 1 -- I did not know the status
'

10 of Unit 1 as well because I think there was an error on the
11 ERP computer. But I know we had a dead bus. Jimmy told mo

12 what had happened, we had a dead bus, he briefod me on the

13 plant status and why we worn in a site area 6mergency.4

14 BY MR. LAZARUS:

f 15 0 You mentioned that when you looked at the ERF
16 computer, it showed a diesel running on one of the busses.

U. 17 Could Et have been --
| 18 A No, sir, it didn't show the diesel running. It
D

19 showed the output breaker closed and a diesel at zero

20 kilowatts.

21 0 oh.

22 A Which can't be. So that's what I say, I looked at

23 the computer in the training center. Our emergency
24 operations facility is in the basement of our training
25 center about a mile and a half away.

O

_
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() 1 MR. CHAFFEE: Let me ask a question -- let's assume

2 -- is what you saw in terms of the breaker shut, the diesel

3 at zero kilowatts, is that something that can be obtained

4 within the computer system someplace?

5 THE WITNESS: Probably. I wasn't the only ono that

6 saw it. Everyone at the TSC saw it, it stayed that way.

e- 7 Lot me explain.
L
o 8 MR. CHAFFEE: Maybe it was real.
$ |

9 THE WITNESS: It wasn't real. I sent someone down
C

o
10 to check tho breaker, personally. It's the level below the

tt

I 11 TSC, and engineer, Steve Kerstions I believe, went down and
12 checked it out and said no, that's wrong.
13 MR. CHAFFEE: So the breaker was in fact open at then

14 same time you were seeing it being shut?
15 THE WITNESS: Right. This was on the diesel that

16 was torn down anyway, it was not in service. I think I.

E
17 confused you.o

| 18 All I'm saying is I was over at the training center
o

19 a mile and a half away, I noticed from a computer monitor
20 that tracks all our power plants --

21 MR. CHAFFEE: Yeah.

22 THE WITNESS: -- that Unit 2 was reading negative 27
23 megawatts, so I assume something bad had happened. So I

24 wont downstairs and looked at the ERF computers that's in
25 our EOF thoro, Emergency Operations Facility. I was able to
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O 1 determine frem thoee two thieee thet unit 2 hed trieved and
2 that a diesel was tied onto one of the busses. I said goo,

3 I'd better look at Unit 1. I went to the next terminal that

4 was on Unit 1 and pulled up unit 1, looked at the electrical

5 diagram, locked at RilR, looked at a bunch of stuff. And one

6 of the things T notic'ed on Unit I was there was -- let's

e 7 see, the A bus had na power to it, dead as a door nail, no

{. 8 diesel running, at the time I looked at it, just dead bus.

9 The B bus looked like a dead bus. Ilowever, there's a little

10 diagram, sort of a fake one-line diagram that you put on the
0 11 computers and they changa ccior as to whether a breaker is

12 open or closed. That breaker was showing closed. That

,4 13 confused me so I knew something was wrong. The breakers was
14 showing closed but the diesel was showing zero kilowatts.

>

{ 15 That diesel was out of service for maintenance anyway.
< 16 Sometime later, after I got to the TSC and got my
E 17 briefing I knew what was -. you know, the general status. I

| 18 didn't think about the breaker any longer but one of the
o

19 angineers in the TSC -- we also staff the TSC with several

20 engineers -- one of the engineers said hey, the diagram is
21 showing I think the B train diesel generator breaker being
22 closed, output breaker. I said gee, why don't you go down
23 and make sure that's not the case because if it is the case
24 we're never going to get B train power back. -He went down
25 and checked and came back and said no, it's open. So 1

0
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() 1 believe it was a problem with the display on the ERP

2 computer.

3 MR. CilAFFEE Okay, do you have a lot of problems

4 with that ERP display or is that --

5 Tile WITNESS: No, we don't have a lot of problems

6 with it, that's unusual but it's not error-froo.

e 7 BY MR. LAZARUS:
ti

c. 8 0 Let's go back to the discussion about GEMA not

9 receiving notification. The last thing you said was you

10 called the control room, told the Emergency Director that

11 GEMA was complaining that they hadn't been notiflod.- Did
0

12 you get involved any further in that notification with GEMA? '

13 A The only other thing -- I've already told you that a ;,,

) 14 littlo bit later, maybe two minutos or maybe five minutos,

2 15 maybe ten minutes, but very-shortly after that -- I don't
r

16 see it here in the log, it may be in here -- but very,

| 17 uhortly after that, one of the TSC communicators told me the
,

| 18 same thing. He said hoy, I just had GEMA on the phone and
v

,

19 they still-haven't received their notification.

20 0 Woro any subsequent notifications to the state and

21 locals, both South Carolina, Georgia and the counties, t

22 transmitted from the TSC?

23 A Yes.

24 0 Okay, at what point did that take place?

25 A That took place when the Emergency Director came to

O
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O 1 the TSC.

2 Q And we haven't gotton thoro yet in your narrativo?
3 A Ho, sir, but I can toll you that was at 9:58, the

4 Emergency Director arrived -- I'm sorry, at 10:58, the

5 Emergency Director arrived at the TSC. I talked to the

6 Emorgency Director bofore he came to the TSC. Onco again, I

7; don't romomber -- lot mo soo if it's in here -- wo went over

{ 8 the status of communications and I told him wo nood to make
t'

9 the communications from the TSC, are you going to como here
c

10 or do you want us to make them or what and he said we'll

0 11 make one moro communication from horo and then I'll como
12 thoro and we'll make them from the TSC, aro you ready. I

13 said yes, sir, wo can make the ENN communications from they

14 TSC, we're ready to go.

15 So when he came at 9:58, from then on all follow up
16 communications woro from the TSC until the time the,

o

0 17 omorgency was terminated and the datormination was also from

| 18 the TSC.
e

19 0 At 9:58 Eastern --

20 A 10:58. I did not bring them with me but you
21 probably havo them. 11avo you looked at the notifications?

22 Q I have a copy.

23 A You can tell the ones that woro mado from the TSC
24 pretty much I think from -- look at who callod'it in because

25 John Stanley or Elmor Pickett would have called from the

O
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0 1 TSC. They were o,e we --

2 0 So in your conversations with the Emergency
3 Director, he was awaro that GEMA and Burke County woro

4 complaining that they hadn't boon notified but ho didn't

5 know the reason.

6 A No, not Durko County. I was not awaro of Burko

7 County.j
8 Q Just GEMA?

9 A Right. I was not aware during any of this event

10 that Durke County had any problems getting notification. I

O 11 was mado awaro that GEMA was not notified and was actually
12 complaining that they woron't notified, which is good.

~ 13 That's unusual that they would even know about it enough to
14 complain. I'm not sure how they know. I've got a feeling

{
15 that they know -- also another way they know is probably
16 from our people doing the communication checks in the TSC,

"
17 because their phono started ringing when we were manning tho

| 18 TSC. John told me that there was some confusion by tho --
n

19 when ho got tbo GEMA person on the ENN lino, they wanted him
20 to road them the message and he had trouble explaining to
21 them I don't have a mossage to road to you. The control

22 room will road that message to you very shortly.
23 Q If they could.

24 A Right. A couple of times --

25 0 But you're not aware of how GEMA oven got alerted to

O
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O 1 he on the -- we11 1t must heve been when ther started
2 testing the ENN from the TSC, would have boon the first that

.

3 GEMA's phone would have rung.

4 A That could well bo. One of those timo lines that

5 I've soon from Kon llolmo, the critiquo team basically says !

6 that, but I don't have first-hand knowledge of that. I

7 don't have first-hand knowledge of how GEMA first gote
i

{ 0 notified that they waren't notiflod.

9 0 We'll have to match up those timos with when they
''

10 woro using the commo clal tolophone lino in the control room ;

| 11 as a back up means of notifying them.*

o

12 A If you'll wait just a minuto, I think there is

13 ontries like that. (Pauso.) Maybo it's in the later ono. '

s

| 14 Do you have the later timo line that looks like this,

15 probably has a KR --

16 0 Yes.,

( 17 A -- 2 or 3 on it.

[ 18 Q Yes.
n

19 A I bellove that one shows when -- that one actually
20 has on it when the TSC communicators made their equipment

21 checks. I don't have it here.

22 Q Okay.

23 A But they cortainly would have known that something
24. was going on becauso'they answered the roll call from the

.

25 equipment chock from the TSC communicator. I believe that

|

O
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0 1 aehn Stenier er E1m- m k m wou1d be adie to tei1 you mere
2 about what was said. But during the ovent, one of them -- I

3 believe it was John Stanley -- actually told me, hoy, GEMA
4 hasn't boon notiflod. I've got them on the phone and they
5 say they don't have the message yet. That was a few minutos

6 aftor I talked to Georgo and he said wo'll call GEMA, I'll

7 got on it right away. So I told John the control room is;-

{ 8 calling GEMA.

9 You want mo to just pick up with the timo line?

10 MR. CitAFFEE: Could I ask you a couple of questions?

11 Tile WITNESS: Yes.

12 MR. CilAFFEE: Did you -- was there any kind of work

13 going on in the TSC -- I'm sorry, what were the engincoring,,

14 people in the TSC doing? Woro they involved in any kind of.

{ 15 -- looking at any kind of options or anything that was
16 available?,

o

0 17 Tile WITNESS: Yeah. You're asking me kind of a
'

10 gonoral question again, I'll be glad to answer it. In the,

19 TSC wo have an engineering supervisor in the TSC, that
20 happened to bo John Aufdonkampo, who is our -- one of our
21 Technical Support Managers. In addition to that, we had Sam

22 Bradley, our Reactor Engineering Supervisor, we had Paul
23 Burwinkel, he's our HVAC Supervisor, we had a couple of
24 electrical engineers including Robert Moyo who is
25 engineering supervisor and Steve Kirstions. I think thero

.
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0 1 were severa1 ethere. These ere the enes that 1 remember

2 because they did specific things.

3 One of the things that the electrical engineers did,

4 l've already mentioned to you that they pointed out they saw
5 the same diagram error on the D diesel and they went down

6 and checked it. I figured it was easier for them to do

7 since it was one floor down right underneath where we were,;
4 6
o 8 rather than have to call the control room in all the

9 confusion and have them dispatch an operator, lie did that.
"'

10 Also the electrical engineers went out to -- George
B

{ 11 mentioned about the circuit switch awhile ago -- when we got
,1 12 around to needing to -- we had released all our clearances
(

4 13 on the B reserve auxiliary transformer, that was the

14 transformer we had had out of service to replace oil in it.
| 15 Fortunately that work had all been done so we were able to
,

16 restore the RAT. When it came time to restore the RAT, the.

"
17 control room could not get the circuit switcher closed. Soo

| 18 -- we initially contacted the OS -- there's also a
n

19 maintenance supervisor in the TSC. I don't deal directly

20 with the OSC as my job as TSC manager, although they report
21 in through me. There is a person in the TSC, maintenance
22 supervisor is his emergency response title, that was Mike
23 Cobb, whose sole job is to deal with the.0SC and me and the
24 other TSC members and the control room and make sure we get
25 the corrective action. They had already got some electrical

O
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0 1 veogie te se eet to the RAT ewitcher te worx ee it.

2 They woro having somo difficulties getting it

3 closed, getting the circuit switcher closed, so we sont one

4 of the electrical engineors. I think that's logged here at

5 a certain timo. I don't know if you care about the time,

6 but it shows in here when wo_sont an engineer there. What

e 7 it turns out is that thoro's a roset switch on the circuit

{ 8 switcher such that the arm on the switcher has to como all
o

9 the way open to hit a roset switch before it can go back

10 closed again. Ile was able to assist them and toll them if
i 11 you push that switch right there and roset it, we'll be ablo

12 to close tho switcher.

13 We had -- of course we were looking at the core~

14 temperatures, core exit thermocouplos. We were looking at--

15 MR. CHAFFEE: 11ow high did the temperaturos get?
16 Tile WITNESS: As I recall, the highest temperature,

"

17 that wo saw on the ERF computer -- there's only two core
'
i 18 oxit thermocouples that were installed. It was
v

19 approximately 118 degroes.- Initially we had gotton a report

20 when I first got my briefing when I got into the control
21 room when I came to the TSC, Jimmy Cash told me that RHR is
22 just now put back in servico, we're just getting back. I

23 said how high did the temperatures get to, he said 136
24 degrees. I said how do you know that, he said that was a
25 section of Rl!R pipe. So for a short while in the TSC we

O

.
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O 1 11eured eet eeick11 that the te veretere reised
2 approximately 46 degrees in approximately 36 minutos, so wo

3 woro looking at 1.3, 1.5 degrees a minuto.

4 MR. CllAFFEE: So you woro using the 136 to make that

5 calculation or the 118?

6 THE WITNESS: Right, wo used the 136 to make that

* 7 calculation.
I
"

8 MR. CliAFFEE: Why did you use that instead of the
"

9 118?
C

'
10 THE WITNESS: Because that was the information I had

{ 11 at the timo.
"

12 MR. CilAFFEE : Oh, you saw the 118 lator?

~ 13 T!!E WITNESS: Right.

14 MR. CilAFFEE: Which was right?

{ 15 Tile WITNESS: I believe the 118 was right. The

16 critique team was still looking at it to make a e that was

0 17 the highest we over got.

| 18 MR. CilAFFEE: Why do you boliove that was the right
n

19 one?

20 Tile WITNESS: Why do I believe it was right?

21 Because we had engineers and some people in Operations
22 observing it almost.the whole time wo woro in the TSC. By-

23 the time I got to the TSC -- by the time.the TSC was
24 activated, RilR was back in=sorvice and the temperature had
25 peaked out and was lower.

O
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O 1 MR. Cli^rrEE av the time the TSC was meaeed, RiiR

2 was back in survice, is that what you said?

3 Tile WITNESS: If not, it was real closo. The RilR

4 was placed in servico at 10:00 Eastern time. I arrived in

5 the TSC at 10:14 Eastern timo. By the time I yot thure, the

6 real, real emergency was over. In fact one minuto after I

7
7

arrived at the TSC we downgraded the emergency to an alert.

{ 8 MR. CilAFFEE: I sea, and the person you wero dealing

9 with was cash?

10 Tile WITNESS: The person who gave me the briofing
11 when I got there was Cash. I asked him how high did RCS

12 temperaturo got to when wo lost Ri!R. IIe said 136 degroos

u 13 was the highest temperature. I said where were we when wo
14 started. He said approximately 90 degrees. So that's 36

{ 15 degrees -- how long was it at 36 degroes. I made a quick

16 determination just in my head of that. I later relayed that,

[. 17 information to the corporate office -- later, like ton

| 18 minutos lator. So that's probably where they got the 136
a

19 degroes from, is from me.

20 Later during the scenario, I don't have a time in

21 here, but sometimo later engineers were monitoring it and I
22 asked them would you confirm what was the highest -- they
23 woro looking at what is the temperaturo now. It stabilized

24 at about 100 degroes. In fact, it's in my log here

25 somewhere that Esther put down that wo stabilized RCS at 100

O

i
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O 1 deor-e . We coeun-d to moeuer eed 1 eeheu wou1d veu ten,

|
2 me what's the highest that wo got was and at that timo they

3 came up with -- they took a picture of -- took a history in
i

4 the computer, took a copy of it and brought it to me and
I

5 said 900, what do you want to call that because it's not

graduated, thoro's 120 degre|es and 110 degroes. So I'm tho6 ,

1i

7 one who called it 118 degroos, it was loss than 120 degrees.;>

f 8 You probably have the picture, I don't know, of the thing.

[ 9 MR. CilAFFEE : I don't know if I have.
'

"
10 TiiE WITNESS: It's just a graph that shows time

! l
11; versus temperature and goes up to about 118 degroos and

E 12 starts to como down. The other thermocouple I bellove
'

t

i ~ 13 maximum was 112 degrees, but we'd have to look at the curves
,

14 to verify that. Then I changed my call to 118 degrees

15 rather than 112 degrees.

16 MR. DIETZ: During that samo timo the operators woro,-

| 17 monitoring the TCs in the control room I beliove on the
,

[ 18 plant computor, Proteus or something -- what overy your
\ t>

19 acronym is. And they recall seeing 136 or 130 on that

20 computer. That's during the time when the RilR was out of

21 service.

22 TliE WITNESS: I wasn't there. What do you want me

23 to say?

24 MR. CilAFFEE: What constituted the TSC.being manned,

25 was that your arrival?

| O

i
.
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() 1 THE WITNESS: Okay, the TSC was manned -- like I say

2 I was aither the last or within two or three people of being

3 the 16er lormal person that's supposed to be in there. The

4 TSC was activated at 10:26 Eastorr. time just by me saying we
_

5 are now.

6 MR. CHAFFEE: I see.

P 7 THE WITNESS: I got activated, you know, just as a
o

S 8 formal thing. I asked everyone at -- at 9:15 I had u
*

\
9 briefing --

C

10 MR. CHAFFEE: 10:15.

0 11 THu WITNESS: 10:15, sorry. At 10:15 I had a
O
'
s 12 briefing and I went around the room and asked all the I

t

i 13 operations supervisors, there's an engineering supervisor,n

) 14 maintenarice supervisor, there's an HP supervisor and a

{
iS cnemistry supervisor as well as the communicators, a
16 security person. There's an admin support supervisor --,

[ 17 these are normal emergency response positions. All those

! 18 people were there, we had a briefing, Jimmy gave them
D

19 similar information he gave me. I called for a time out,

20 everybody shut up, we had a briefing. I went around and

21 said are you ready-to activate the TSC. One person, the HP

22 supervisor, said I need a few more minutes for setting up-
23 back here with our computer. They have a PC that they can
24 do off-site dose calculations with. So rather than

(25 activate then, I said that's fine and I went through_and did '

O
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O 1 some ether thinee. At 9:26 there wes enomeh dreek in the
2 action -- at 10:26, that I was able to stop again and I

3 activated the TSC. I had also talked to the Emergency

4 Director and told him I was going to activate the TSC.

5 MR. CHAFFEE: Did -- prior to your arrival -- it

6 sounds like at the time you arrived is the time they got RHR

e 7 back in service, is that what you're saying?

8 THE WITNESS: According to this time line, they

9 started RHR pump at 10:00 Eastern time. They had the trip
'

10 and lost the power at 9:40.
^

11 MR. CHAFFEE: Do you know whether or not thev

12 engineering staff in the TSC had been there long enough to
13 be involved in the event, looking at alternatives, before~

,

14 they got the RHR pump back?

{ 15 THE WITNESS: Sir, you're only talking about 10 or

16 15 minutes, there's not enough time'for anyone to come in --
0 17 MR. CHAFFEE: So they had only been there for 10 or

18 15 minutes.

19 THE WITNESS: Let's go through the time line, just s

20 to give you I think a better feel for it'. The man ran into

21 the tower at 9:20 Eastern time. They actually declared a

22 site area emergency at 9:40 Eastern time. However, they did

23 not make any page announcements until 10:01 Eastern time.
..

24 so at 10:01 Eastern time, there was a page announcement made
25 that initiated everyone to go to their emergency response.

O

e

i
.

.. ..
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() 1 I arrived at 10:14, that's only 13 minutes. I don't believe

2 there would have been enough organizational time for anybody
3 to have gotten involved. They would have only been in the

4 way of the control room had they all started calling.

MR. CHAFFEE: I understand that.

THE WITNESS: When I got there at 10:14, because of

the fact that I had come from the training center, I believe
,

u
8 I probably heard the last part of the second announcement.e;

D

9 They usually announce it twice. I can't say how many times
0

10 they announced it, I wasn't there, but most of the other
D

11 people that beat me there to the TSC -- the ERP computers
O
"

12 were on. I have a TSC Manager checklist, my secretary had
e

~ 13 gone there and laid it out for me. She had started this

14 log. The chemistry supervisor had already started to look
| 15 at PERMS information. Everybody was doing their thing whenr

r 16 I showed up but they still weren't organized enough. I

O 17 believe that when I had the briefing at 10:15 Eastern time
'

t 18 and made everybody shut up, let's have a briefing here, was
D

19 probably the first organizational meeting that now the TSC
20 is underway to do something.
21 That doesn't mean -- some of the people that came to
22 the TSC, at least Jimmy Cash I believe had gone to the
23 control room first and knew enough of . hat was going on that
24 he then came to the TSC. He was sent there by Swartzwelder

25 who said would you go and be the Operations Supervisor and

O

I
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O 1 if Skie deeen't ehow eg be the TSC Meneeer.

2 BY MR. LAZARUS:

3 Q Were you aware of any problems with the PERMS

4 system?

5 A Yes. Don Holman told me -- he was the chemistry

6 supervisor in the TSC -- I'm looking to see if she logged it

e 7 in here, but at some point in time, pretty early on, he came

; 8 and told me I can't get any PERMS data from the ERF
"

9 computer. I said see if you can get it from the PERMS
C

10 computer or whatever because I wanted to know particularly

{ 11 what radiation levels were in the containment. I think

12 other people were doing that also but as part of the TSC we
13 needed to assess that so we could tell people whether or not~

14 we could stay in containment,
r

| 15 Shortly -- within a few minutes, I don't know how
a

16 long, three or four minutes maybe, Don came back and told me,

0 17 the radiation levels in containment were fine, they were
[ 18 normal, there was no-increase in radiation level in
n

19- containment.- I think he got it from the PERMS computer
20 terminal. In addition to this ERF computer that we have,
21 the PERMS which is Process Effluent Radiation Monitoring
22 System, also is a computer driven system, it has its own

23 terminal. But what is right now broken and was broken

24 before the event on the PERMS, we.have a bad circuit card
25 that doesn't allow the PER!LS information to be displayed
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() 1 properly on the ERF computer.

2 We were able to get PERMS information fairly soon to

3 confirm the radiation levels in containment and also confirm

4 -- I asked ' nim to find radiation levels in the control room,

5 the TSC. Those are pretty n)' mal things for them to do in

6 an emergency. He came back and reported to me that they

e 7 were normal. That's in here somewhere,
t

{ 8 Q That's okay, how about the status of the

9 meteorological tower data received?
'

10 A We were not able to read the meteorological data on

I 11 the ERP computer but on Unit 1 ERF computer is where you can

12 read that data, so we dispatched somebody to go and get that
13 information locally.n

) 14 Q And that was to be transmitted back by radio --
| 15 telephone?
,

16 A I do not know.,

O

$ 17 Q You didn't get that far?

i 18 A We got that far but I didn't personally take care of
D

19 it. I had it taken care of by Don Holman and Gary
,

20 Brenenborg, who were the HP and Chemistry supervisors.
21 Q Do you know what-the problem was with the-

22 transmission of the MET data?
23 A Yes, sir, it was also broken even before the

24 emergency. We have a problem with our telecommunications.

25 The MET tower is over here about half a mile and it's

i
.
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0 1 trenemitted becx to the eieet vie microweve. 1 don't know

2 the specific component problem but that's been broken for a

3 couple of weeks at least.

4 Q So it wasn't a loss of power to that communications

5 link that was the problem?

6 A I did not know that at the time.

e 7 Q Okay.
t

{ 8 A I only learned that today. But at the time all we

9 knew -- we in the TSC -- we came there and wanted to get the
~

10 information, we couldn't get it. So I had someone go and
I

11; find the information so we'd know the meteorological
12 conditions, wind direction and all that stuff. They did,

n 13 they called back or telephoned back or on the radio, I don't
14 remember, but they did give us that information and also the

,

f 15 ERP manager called me and told me they had -- before we got
16 the information back from the MET tower, he called in the.

[i 17 meteorological data from Bush Field, they had already called
'

18 Bush Field and got it, from the EOF. The EOF had not been
19 activated, it stayed in a standby ready. It would have been

20 activated had the site area emergency, by the time they were
21 ready to activate it, hadn't-been downgraded to an alert. I

22 requested them to stay in standby readiness,
i

23 MR. LAZARUS: I don't have anything else.

24 MR. CHAFFEE: Did you get information in the TSC

25 about the diesel, starting, stopping -- any kind of
o

x

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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0 1 informetien on thet2

2- THE WITNESS: Yes, not very much, but --

3 MR. CHAFFEE: Anything you think we might have an

4 interest in? All of your information is second-hand?

5 THd WITNESSt Yes, sir, it's all second-hand I

6 infornation. It was reports from the control room to Jimmy

7 Cash or to one of the other operations persons in there, but7

f 8 that also was over with by the time I got to the TSC,
"

9 obviously if RHR was running the diesel was running. I was
S

10 told that the diesel had tripped and we had to manually
e

{ 11 start it. Daring the emergency my belief was that we had

12 had a low jacket water pressure trip and we had overridden
n 13 that trip by going to the emergency mode. I was also told

14 that the operators had monitored the jacket water pressure

{ 15 and it seemed to be okay.

16 MR. CHAFFEE: What's your job title?

0 17 THE WITNESS: In the real plant or in an emergency?
[ 18 MR. CHAFFEE - In the real plant.
D

19 THE WITNESS: I'm the Assistant General Manager for
20 Plant Operations.

21 MR. CHAFFEE: Can you_tell me real briefly where you
22 stand in implementing activities associated with generic
23 letter 88 -- I believe it's 17, the one that talks about

24 limited operation?-

25 THE WITNESS: Uh-huh.

O

._
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() 1 MR. CHAFFEE: Just tell me your procedure

2 implementation, that sort of thing.

3 THE WITNESS: Yes. We have two -- what I'd call two

4 phases of implementation, although I think there may be

5 three. The first one just acknowledges some stuff, but we

6 implemented the first portion of that recently. We

r 7 implemented the first portion of that, as much as we could,
t

E 8 during our first refueling outage and I'll go over what we

9 did if you'd like. We implemented the rest of that during

10 this refueling outage.

0 21 We have a second portion that we're working on that
O

E 12 we just got information from our engineering folks on about
f.

~ 13 a week or two ago, but we have implemented that into our
) 14 procedures already, even though I do not believe we've

| 15 submitted that information to the NRC.
a

16 MR. CHAFFEE: How much time do we have?,

O

[. 17 THE WITNESS: We got some information back on our

| 18 analysis -- the first part of our response to the NRC we put
b

19 in, you know, the instrumentation and such.-

20. MR. CHAFPEE: We'll go off the record.

21 (Whereupon, the interview was concluded at

22 2:27 p.m.)

O
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